Ally Introduction, Key Contacts
& Project Examples

About Ally RNG
At Ally RNG, we believe in a farm-first approach to
biogas projects and have a history in farming that
extends from our boardroom to our people in the
field. Our domain experience combined with our
client’s expert knowledge of their specific farming
environments, lead to increased operational
efficiencies and greater environmental and
financial benefits.
In order to deliver effective renewable energy
solutions in complex operating environments, it’s
imperative that a company have the right skills and
subject matter expertise, and Ally RNG does. We
work with our clients to determine the most
profitable waste-to-energy solution based on size,
location, operational needs, and market
opportunities.
We are a proven partner in helping farmers update
existing waste management infrastructure to create
profitable revenue streams from biogas.

The Enterprise View of Energy
When all stakeholders are at the table and their interests align, then operational, financial
and environmental benefits can be realized and scaled across the portfolio.
Supply, Demand, Carbon & Capital
It is imperative, to ensure a successful
portfolio-wide effort, that client
stakeholders and Ally work together to
establish a connected energy strategy.

A Capable Partner
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Farm-First Biogas Solutions

With an agreed upon energy strategy in
place the Ally team can assume
responsibility for project identification,
engineering risk, construction risk and
funding solutions. In short, we deliver a
turnkey process completely aligned around
the client’s interests.
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Your Biogas Solutions Partner
In order to deliver effective renewable energy
solutions in complex operating environments,
it’s imperative that a company have the right
skills and subject matter expertise, and Ally
RNG does. We will work with you to determine
the most profitable waste-to-energy solution
based on your size, location, operational needs,
and market opportunities.

“The reduction of emissions derived from

We are a proven partner in helping farmers update
existing waste management infrastructure to create
profitable revenue streams from biogas.

End-to-End Biogas Solutions May Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Economics and Funding
Targeted Feasibility Assessment
Site-Specific Evaluation and Engineering
Complete Design-Build Responsibility
Optimized Operational, Economic and
Environmental Benefits
Ongoing Operation and Maintenance

tapping all the potential biogas in the US
would be equal to the annual emissions of
almost 11 million passenger vehicles.” –EESI

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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How it Works

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Clean. Renewable. Profitable.
Operational Benefits

Environmental Benefits

Financial Benefits

•

•

•

Waste-to-energy
projects transform the
cost of waste
management into longterm, recurring
revenue streams.

•

Biogas projects allow
farms to diversify
revenue by
participating in the
energy market.

•

Well-designed biogas
projects can improve
animal waste
management systems
and overall farm
efficiency while
maximizing biogas
yields.
Upgrades to
infrastructure are made
with little to no
disruption to existing
farming operations.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions

•

Biogas-to-energy systems
convert methane that
would otherwise be
released into the
atmosphere into a clean,
sustainable energy source
that can be used to
power vehicles, homes
and industry.
Biogas production
reduces greenhouse gas
emissions and when used
to displace fossil fuels can
result in carbon negative
systems.
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First Ever Swine to RNG Project in Texas
Biogas System Adds Operational Value and Generates Profitable, Clean Energy
Ally RNG’s partnership with a Texas swine producer with over 27,000 hogs is a recent example
of the economic and environmental benefits that come with biogas production.

Wastewater Lagoon:
20 Million Gallon
2.5 acres

Ally Investment In
Operational Infrastructure:
>4 Million Dollars

Development Time from
Concept to Completion:
<12 Months

Expected Annual
Market Gas Production:
>50,000 MMBTU

Funded Deferred Waste
Handling Infrastructure:
>1 Million Dollars

Gas Revenue:
Funded Infrastructure
and Increased Farm Revenue

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Meet the Team

Shane Mathis
CEO, Ally RNG
Chairman and CSO, Ally Energy Solutions
Shane grew up on a small dairy farm in southwest Missouri. After graduating college he began his career in the grain/soy options pits at the Chicago Board
of Trade in 1992. In 1997 he moved to Topeka KS and with a small team, built Westar Energy’s electricity, natural gas and coal trading/marketing
operations into one of the most successful in the Midwest. While at Westar Shane also became the President of its construction subsidiary responsible for
the building of Stateline, a 600 MW combined cycle power plant located near Joplin Missouri. After leaving Westar in 2002, he joined Risk Management
Incorporated as part owner. RMI was a small brokerage and consulting firm at the time specializing in natural gas risk management for utilities and has
since grown to serve clients that consume over 10% of the United States’ natural gas production and executes over $16 billion in energy related contracts
annually. As part of RMI, Shane became the architect of Know-Risk™, an award-winning software solution that provides commodity, ingredient, and
treasury risk management and accounting services for some of the largest food and beverage corporations in the world. Know-Risk™ is also used to
manage the risk of over 1,000,000+ crop acres, feedlots, dairies, utilities, and various other industries. Shane and his two partners sold RMI to
INTL/FCStone (INTL), a global commodities and securities firm in 2010. Employed by INTL/FCStone until recently, Shane is now shifting his focus and
attention to become CEO of Ally RNG and Chief Strategic Officer of Ally Energy Solutions. In addition to his current role, Shane was an early investor and
active advisor to Ally Energy Solutions and has served as its Chairman of the Board since 2016.
On a more personal note Shane has been married to his wife Michelle for over 26 years and lives on a commercial blackberry farm between Lawrence and
Topeka Kansas. His son Cain and daughter-in-law Morgan are in the transition phase of taking over management of the farming operation. His daughter

Camryn is a junior at the United States Air Force Academy and another daughter Logan is graduating high school this May and will be attending Coe College
beginning in the fall. Finally, Shane has a two-year-old granddaughter named Edan, that he affectionately refers to as The Nugget.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Meet the Team

Ray Pustinger
CEO, Ally Energy Solutions
Principal, Ally RNG
Ally CEO Ray Pustinger is an energy solutions domain native, having spent the past thirty years serving facilities and operations in the commercial,
industrial, manufacturing and utility industries. His experience includes completing thousands of energy solutions retrofit and renovation projects
throughout the United States, building a national energy efficient lighting manufacturing business, and scaling an energy efficiency optimization company
from pre-commercial software to become a national optimization software market leader. Today Ray provides strategic direction and operational

infrastructure to support Ally’s scaled growth in the food manufacturing vertical.
A frequent speaker at industry conferences and published trade author, Ray has been an enthusiastic contributor to the industry, having served on the
boards of the Peak Load Management Alliance, CleanTech OC and the National Association of Lighting Management Companies. Ray holds the Association
of Energy Engineers credentials of CEM (Certified Energy Manager), CDSM (Certified Demand Side Management Consultant) and CLEP (Certified Lighting
Energy Professional).

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Meet the Team

Kevyn Smith
Director of Biogas Operations & Construction
Ally Energy Solutions
Kevyn grew up on a small hay farm in Appalachia that bordered the Great Smokey Mountains, National Park. As a child, he spent his time bailing hay then
running the woods in the park. In High School, he worked for Oak Ridge National Laboratories on several ecological projects both in the summers, as well
as after school. With the help of several academic scholarships and a grant, Kevyn worked his way through college and, after graduating, took his first
career position at the Department of Defense in the Submarine Warfare Unit. In 1998 with the encouragement of a kind but firm Rear Admiral, Kevyn went
back to school and got his Master in Chemistry degree. In 2001, following in the footsteps of his father, Kevyn began his career in the Oil and Gas industry.
From 2001 to 2005, he worked his way up from scientist to group leader to lab manager and ultimately to division manager. In 2005, Kevyn took an
opportunity to enter field technical support and began traveling the world from 2005 to 2008, working mainly to solve production issues across the globe.
In 2008 Kevyn went to work for EOG building their chemical operations group, eventually expanding it to over 100 staff operating in six states and two
countries with an annual budget of over $50 MM/yr. In 2011 Kevyn completed his first renewable energy project building a waste-water treatment plant
recycling water, oil, and gas.
In 2017, the idea of renewable energy and its potential consumed Kevyn’s professional pursuits, and he took a risk and signed on with a small renewable
energy equipment manufacturing company to gain insights, experience, and first-hand knowledge of the unique processes in the renewable energy space.
In 2019, Kevyn started his own company working with landfills to upgrade and develop RNG capabilities. Late in the same year, he joined Ally RNG because
of the significant synergies, excellent leadership team, and the professional opportunity to achieve many shared goals.
Kevyn has been married to his beautiful bride, Patty, for 20 years and has two children, Elyjah and Natasya. (Yes, “y”s are a thing in his family). His daughter
will start college at U. Colorado in the Fall studying dermatology, and his son, a Freshman in high school, has his father’s propensity for numbers and
process. The family dog, Pickle, is a happy shi-poo mix that is a frequent companion during Kevyn’s many trips.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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About Ally Energy
Ally Energy Solutions was formed in 2014 as a
natural next step for a team that began their
professional collaboration in 2002.
Ally RNG was established in 2019 as a natural
extension of the core energy practice.
Ally’s founding partners shared a vision to build our
practice based upon energy domain expertise,
professional experience, common values,
complementary skills, an enterprise view of energy
and a business philosophy that values relationships
over transactions.

Today, we design and implement energy saving
projects and programs for our national client base,
with 57 energy professionals and offices in Kansas
City MO, Denver and Grand Junction CO, Southern
CA, Conway AR and Boston MA.

More than 300 Completed Projects
2014 through 2019
Grid Peak Load
Reduction

Cumulative Hours of
Electricity Savings

Cumulative CO2
Reduction

Cumulative Cost
Savings

One-Time
Cash Credits

19.3 MegaWatts

244 GigaWatts

167 Tons

$60.9 Million

$24.8 Million

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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100% Referenceable
Letter of Recommendation for Ally Energy
To Whom it May Concern:
My name is Jim Mullin and I manage an energy group for JBS-the largest
protein company in the world. Our company processes 30k cattle per day,
90k hogs per day, and 35M chickens per week. This requires a lot of square
footage, and we use a significant amount of electricity and natural gas. We
are always looking for ways to reduce our energy consumption and lower
our costs and Ally Energy has been a fantastic partner.
Throughout the past 7 years in this role, only a few companies have
demonstrated the integrity, professional capability, execution, and
customer service to earn our business. Ally Energy is one of them. Not only

have their energy efficiency projects been completed on time, but their
communication before, during, and after the installation with key
stakeholders is exactly the collaboration that was necessary to ensure a
total project success. They have been a great company to work with, and
they have made my job easier!
Sincerely,
Jim Mullin
Head of Energy Procurement

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Ally’s Know-Load Utility Monitoring
and Analytics Platform
1. Utility data informs carbon
intensity and supports
optimal valuation of
environmental attributes;
RIN’s, REC’s, LCFS and
voluntary.
2. Real time operational visibility
protects physical assets.
3. Lagoon chemistry, raw gas
and sales gas composition
and digestion data optimizes
RNG yields.
4. Automated command and
control provides for efficient
operations.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Portfolio Level Visibility

1. Analytics services provided
by Ally as a key component
of RNG plant operations
management.
2. Peer-to-peer site
benchmarking.

3. Portfolio level performance
assessment.
4. Informs comprehensive
asset management strategy.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Portfolio Level Visibility

1. Load disaggregation
configured to individual site
parameters.
2. Individual data point drill
down, correlation, historian.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Site-Level Operational Overview
and Control
1. Extensive raw gas and RNG
value data points
monitored, stored and
trended in real time.
2. Plant operations managed
by expert staff.
3. KPI’s assessed on daily,
weekly, monthly basis to
optimize gas value.
4. Automated alarms and
alerts identify costly issues
before gas value is impaired.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Sub-System Level Detail

Automation, Command and
Control at Full Plant and SubSystem Level
1. Lagoon Recirculation
2. Zone Heating

3. Raw Gas Pumping
4. RNG Scrubbing
5. Tail Gas Flare
6. Pipeline Injection

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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A Few Useful Definitions
Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) is a rule enacted to reduce carbon intensity in transportation fuels as compared to
conventional petroleum fuels, such as gasoline and diesel. The most common low-carbon fuels are alternative fuels and cleaner
fossil fuels, such as natural gas (CNG and LPG). LCFS Credit is used to describe the credit. Currently most of the activity is in
California although other states are trying to enact their own standard. Credit prices are expressed in $ per ton.

Carbon Intensity, (C.I.) is the emission rate of a given pollutant relative to the intensity of a specific activity, or an industrial
production process; for example, grams of CO2 released per megajoule of energy produced. It is a sub-set term used in the LCFS
market. A carbon intensity score is assigned to each project. Negative is better. Swine manure projects have the best C.I. scores
by far of any other feedstock. The C.I. score is what is used to calculate the number of credits received per mmbtu of gas
produced. Generally, for swine manure .4 credits are generated per mmbtu.

The Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) is an American federal program that requires transportation fuel sold in the United States to
contain a minimum volume of renewable fuels. The term D3 RIN is used to describe the type of credit generated from manure. It
is expressed in $ per gallon.

Farm-First Biogas Solutions
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Thank You
Ally RNG is a subsidiary of Ally Energy Solutions, Inc.
For more information visit ally-energy.com

For More Information Contact
Shane Mathis
smathis@ally-rng.com
785.554.0164

